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Apache Helicopter The Ah 64
The Boeing (McDonnell Douglas, formerly Hughes) AH-64A Apache is the US Army's
primary attack helicopter, and the most advanced helicopter gunship flying today. The
most expensive rotary-winged aircraft ever built when it was introduced in the early
1980s, it has since proved its worth on battlefields all over the world, seeing action in
the Gulf War, Afghanistan, Bosnia, Kosovo and the recent conflict in Iraq. This book
examines the design, development and deployment of a quick-reacting, airborne
weapons system that can fight close and deep to destroy, disrupt, or delay enemy
forces.
Provides general information about helicopters and specific facts about the features
and operation of the Apache helicopter.
Hearing held by the Military Readiness Subcommittee. Witnesses include: Herbert
Bateman, a Representative from Virginia, Chairman, Military Readiness Subcommittee;
Solomon P. Ortiz, a Representative from Texas, Ranking Member, Military Readiness
Subcommittee; Col. Howard T. Bramblett, Program Manager, AH-64 Apache
Helicopter; Brig. Gen. Richard A. Cody, Director, Operations, Readiness and
Mobilization, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, U.S. Army;
and Col. Oliver H. Hunter, IV, Commander, 11th Aviation Regiment, Illieshiem,
Germany.
Ah-64 Apache Attack Helicopter Pilot's Flight Operating InstructionsPeriscope Film LLC
This title explores the development and use of the versatile AH-64D Apache Longbow
attach helicopter. Readers will follow the history of its origins, from the AH-56
Cheyenne to the AH-64. Chapters detail the aircraft's military and performance
specifications as well as its features and advantages in the field, such as its Northrop
Grumman millimeter-wave Longbow radar, its two turboshaft engines, and its powerful
guns and missiles. Readers will also learn about the Apache Longbow's use in
Panama, Operation Desert Storm, Operation Anaconda, and other significant combat
and peacekeeping missions. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. A&D Xtreme is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Under Phase I of this contract, Management Consulting & Research, Inc. (MCR) was
tasked to: develop and implement a methodology for projecting the long-term supply of
manpower, by categories of aptitude, in the non-prior service youth population; design a
procedure for determining, very early in the acquisition process, manpower demand
over the life cycle of an individual weapon system; implement and validate the demand
projection methodology by estimating manpower requirements for the Army's M1 Main
Battle Tank; and recommend ways in which to generalize the manpower demand
methodology to weapon systems in all four services. In the second phase of its work,
MCR was tasked to further demonstrate the applicability of the Early-On Manpower
Requirements Estimation Methodology (EMREM) and test the accuracy of its estimates
for both high and low technology systems. The methodology is demonstrated using two
systems: the AH-64 (APACHE) helicopter and the UH-60A (BLACK HAWK) helicopter.
Included are hardware characteristics, possible baseline systems, and a description of
the new system in terms of appropriate baseline systems/subsystem characteristics.
Manpower requirements are estimated and translated into aptitude clusters.
This 6" x 9" lined notebook features an AH-64 Apache Helicopter on the cover. It can
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be used for keeping track of flight hours, taking notes, writing down to-do lists,
sketching, or using it as a travel journal and logbook. It makes a great gift for someone
who loves to fly, military aviators, aviation enthusiasts, and veterans.
In response to a congressional request, GAO reviewed the Army's AH-64 Apache
helicopter program, focusing on the ability of the prime contractors to meet production
deliveries for the fiscal year (FY) 1984 buy. The Army and its contractors have made
significant progress in reducing the development, testing, and production readiness
risks in the Apache program. Further, the Army has continued to intensively monitor
and manage the program, and the prime contractors have established experienced and
dynamic management teams. GAO noted that the Apache program is in the very early
stages of production and believes that the Army and its contractors at this point are
doing all that is possible to plan and gear up for achieving the higher production rates
anticipated in the future. GAO concluded that there is nothing to indicate that the
planned production rates for the FY 1984 buy cannot be achieved.
This report examines selected logistics, funding, and readiness issues pertaining to the
AH-64 Apache helicopter program. GAO found that the Apache's identified sustainment
systems technical support requirements have not been fully met in fiscal years 2000
and 2001. In fiscal year 2000, funding fell short of the $28.6 million needed for Apache
sustainment support. The military projects that it will be able to meet only 56 percent of
the Apache's sustainment support requirements for fiscal years 2001-2003.
Furthermore, because the Apache sustainment support projects must compete with
other weapon systems for limited funding, some Apache projects have been delayed or
limited in scope. GAO also found that the procurement of parts for the Apache is
hampered by an outdated inventory system. The technical manuals used by field and
depot personnel lack critical technical drawings and specifications, and the Army must
resort to other methods, such as reverse engineering, to compensate for the lack of
data. Finally, the Army has several unfunded requirements for Apache component
upgrades for fiscal years 2001 and 2002. GAO found, however, that these issues have
not prevented the Apache fleet from meeting its readiness goals.
The Army plans to spend about $5.4 billion to modify 227 AH-64 Apache helicopters
into Longbow Apache helicopters. The modification program includes the addition of a
new radar technology designed to increase the Apache's ability to destroy tanks and
other enemy assets. Concerned about the Apache's reliability and logistical support
problems and the Army's ability to develop technologically advanced weapon systems,
the Chairman of the Legislation and National Security Subcommittee, House
Committee on Government Operations, asked GAO to evaluate the Army's acquisition
plan for the Longbow Apache to determine whether (1) the plan is designed to identify
and correct potential problems before entering full-rate production and (2) the
requirements used to evaluate the Longbow Apache will effectively measure its key
performance capabilities.
Computers and multifunction displays (MFDs) are an integral part of several current
Army rotary-wing aircraft. The cockpit design with these types of systems is sometimes
called the "glass cockpit." MFDs and computers are also an integral part of the cockpit
designs for planned future aircraft. A recent study noted that aircraft with a glass cockpit
design have higher accident rates than corresponding aircraft with the traditional
cockpit design. This finding suggested that the differences of crewstation design
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needed to be examined. To identify significant differences, this study assessed pilots'
attitudes toward traditional and glass cockpit designs in the AH-64 Apache helicopter.
The study identified which aspects of the different cockpit designs were most favorable
or troublesome to the pilots, and identified differences in opinions across pilots who flew
traditional or glass cockpit designs. The results of the study showed that in general
pilots prefer the glass cockpit design of the AH-64D. However, AH-64D pilots did
identify issues of higher mental workload and greater difficulty maintaining proficiency
after long periods away from the aircraft.
Developed and deployed in a short time due to the pressure of the Vietnam War, Bell s
AH-1 Cobra performed well; but Army planners believed a better attack helicopter
would be needed in the next war. In 1976, Hughes Helicopter s YAH-64A prototype
bested the Cobra in firepower, performance and range, and won the competition to
replace it. It would be 1982 before production commenced, but eventually over 1100
would be produced including the advanced AH-64D Apache Longbow. Dubbed the
Apache, the AH-64 is a four- blade, twin-engine, tandem-cockpit design with tailwheel
landing gear. The AH-64 features double and triple-rendundant systems that ensure
maximum survivability in combat, and an awesome array of weapons that can include
Hellfire missiles and a 30mm M230 Chain Gun that can be slaved to the pilot s head
movements via a helmet mounted display (IHADSS). The Apache first saw combat
during the invasion of Panama in 1989, and conducted the first attack of Operation
Desert Storm in 1991, flying into Iraq to destroy enemy radar systems. AH-64s are
credited with destroying over 500 tanks during that conflict. They continued their service
in Bosnia and Kosovo, in Operation Iraqi Freedom, and Operation Enduring Freedom in
Afghanistan. The AH-64 is now also deployed by the United Kingdom, Israel, the
Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Japan and other air forces worldwide. Created by the Army
for the AH-64A version of the Apache, this unclassified pilot s flight manual runs over
600 pages, and contains chapters about aircraft systems and procedures. It is reprinted
here in its entirety."
Want to make sure your car restoration or vehicle maintenance is done right?Get a
copy of our Maintenance Log Book and keep track of repairs and general maintenance
procedures. Our notebook helps to remember the important details which you
don't!Keeping track of all your car repairs and services will help you stay up to date on
all of your car's needs to keep it running smoothly for years to come. This is the best
way to keep track of car maintenance and repairs. Use this handy notebook to easily
record:car yearmake/brandmodel engine size gas type oil typeoil filter size tire size tire
pressure and other important facts about your car in one easy to find place.
The Total Ownership Cost Reduction (TOCR) Program was implemented to assist the
Program Manager (PM) in upgrading components with significant life- cycle costs.
Neither a formal database tracking system for corrosion nor a funded program for
updating corrosion-susceptible parts exists. In 1996, at Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia,
replacement of corroded gearboxes on the AH-64A Apache Helicopter accounted for
$1.12M, yet went unnoticed due to the lack of a comprehensive database. The Apache
PM experiences difficulty in taking full advantage of the TOCR program because of
application and funding uncertainties. Corrosion of the Apache's driveline components
merits overhaul-procedure modifications under the TOCR program. However, the lack
of database tracking and inadequate TOCR program funding discourage PM use. This
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thesis researches component database tracking and TOCR funding to facilitate the
PMs reduction of the Apache's life-cycle costs.

Provides an in-depth look at the AH-64 Apache helicopter, with detailed crosssection diagrams, photographs, and additional facts and information.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 244. Chapters: Boeing
AH-64 Apache, AgustaWestland AW101, Mil Mi-24, Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk,
Bell UH-1 Iroquois, Westland Sea King, Boeing CH-47 Chinook, HAL Dhruv,
AgustaWestland Apache, Bell OH-58 Kiowa, CAIC WZ-10, Sikorsky CH-53 Sea
Stallion, Westland Lynx, Boeing Chinook (UK variants), Sikorsky SH-60
Seahawk, Bell AH-1 Cobra, Boeing Vertol CH-46 Sea Knight, NHIndustries
NH90, Lockheed AH-56 Cheyenne, Sikorsky SH-3 Sea King, Sikorsky CH-53E
Super Stallion, Westland Scout, Kamov Ka-50, Bell AH-1 SuperCobra, Mil Mi-8,
Lockheed Martin VH-71 Kestrel, Eurocopter Tiger, Military helicopter, Bell UH-1N
Twin Huey, Boeing-Sikorsky RAH-66 Comanche, Mil Mi-17, Sikorsky CH-124
Sea King, Kaman SH-2 Seasprite, MD Helicopters MH-6 Little Bird, Sikorsky
MH-53, Sikorsky H-34, List of Boeing CH-47 Chinook operators, Sikorsky
CH-53K Super Stallion, Bell H-13 Sioux, MBB Bo 105, Attack helicopter, Mil
Mi-26, Piasecki H-21, Bell AH-1Z Viper, Mil Mi-28, Hughes OH-6 Cayuse,
Sikorsky HH-60 Pave Hawk, Bell CH-146 Griffon, Eurocopter UH-72 Lakota, H-1
upgrade program, Westland Wasp, Sikorsky HH-60 Jayhawk, Sikorsky CH-148
Cyclone, Kaman SH-2G Super Seasprite, Mitsubishi H-60, Sikorsky H-5, PlattLePage XR-1. Excerpt: The Boeing AH-64 Apache is a four-blade, twin-engine
attack helicopter with a tailwheel-type landing gear arrangement, and a tandem
cockpit for a two-man crew. Originally, the Apache started life as the Model 77
developed by Hughes Helicopters for the United States Army's Advanced Attack
Helicopter program to replace the AH-1 Cobra, and was first flown on 30
September 1975. The AH-64 was introduced to U.S. Army service in April 1986.
The AH-64 Apache features a nose-mounted sensor suite for target acquisition
and night vision systems. It is armed with a 30-millimeter (1.2 in) M230 Chain
Gun carried between the main landing gear, under...
Photographic discussion of the development and structure of the combat
helicopter McDonnell Douglas AH-64 Apache, the U.S. Army's tank killer.
AH 64 Apache Helicopter/h3> Most of us understand the value of planning and
preparation. A sports match without a game plan means fumbling on the field. A
big event without all the details in place leads to chaos. Despite this knowledge,
we often fail to prioritize planning where it matters most: our daily lives. Getting
started in the morning without a clear plan sets us up to fail. This daily planner
will help you do that job.
This report presents the results of our review of the Department of the Army's
Longbow Apache weapon system. Because this program is scheduled to enter
production later this year, we focused specifically on whether (1) critical issues
related to the production of the aircraft and the producibility of its missiles had
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been addressed and (2) the Longbow Hellfire missile procurement plan was
adequately developed. We also reviewed the need for full consideration of all
cost-effective alternatives to the production of this attack helicopter system. We
believe that the information in this report will be useful as you review the
Department of Defense's (DOD) plans for this program. The Army plans to
upgrade its AH-64A Apache attack helicopter, already considered by the Army to
be the most advanced attack helicopter in the world, into a new version known as
the AH-64D Longbow Apache. All 758 helicopters in the Apache fleet will be
modernized with new avionics and be capable of firing both the laser-guided
Hellfire missile and a radar-aided Longbow Hellfire "fire-and-forget" missile that is
under development. These improvements are designed to, among other things,
allow the Apache to conduct precision attacks in adverse weather, automatically
engage multiple targets, and operate on the digital battlefield of the future.
Additionally, 227 of the 758 upgraded Apaches will be equipped with a new mastmounted, millimeter-wave fire control radar and more powerful engines. (KAR) P.
2-3.
Recounts the history of the Apache helicopter, describes its special
characteristics, and discusses how it is used and the ways it is being improved.
The U.S. Army is relying more and more on high-technology weapons systems,
which present a challenge for the logistics structure that must support them.
Unlike the simpler weapons systems of the past, today's technologically
sophisticated systems have components that are extremely expensive; in
addition, maintaining today's systems is far more difficult, because diagnosing
and repairing complex subsystem faults require sophisticated and expensive test
and diagnostic equipment. And on top of all this, the uncertainties of war make
forecasting demands for these expensive items highly problematic. These factors
combine in ways that negate the value of preplanned inventory as a way to solve
the demands for spares in changing environments. We believe that a more
realistic solution to this challenge involves developing and evaluating alternative
logistics structures whose more fundable resources-like transportation and repairare used to respond to changing wartime demands. Using data on the hightechnology subsystems of the AH-64 Apache attack helicopter, we hypothesize
alternative logistics structures and assess their responsiveness-in terms of costeffective improvements to weapon system availability-under contingency
scenarios.
This research examines advances in aviation technologies that allowed the
Apache to become the world's premier attack helicopter. This thesis presents
answers to a structured set of questions that address issues concerning outside
influences, technology maturity and program management. It evaluates the role
of development and test strategies, and whether these have helped to create a
functional system. The research methodology is a Case Study. This thesis
provides the reader with a thorough understanding of how the history of Army
aviation has evolved leading to the requirement for an attack helicopter on the
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modern battlefield. The emphasis of this document is to follow a major weapon
system through its lifecycle leading to successful deployment. Lessons learned
are presented in a clear concise manner addressing issues of prime concern to
any size program.
"The AH-64A Apache helicopter contains an emergency fly-by-wire flight control
system, called BUCS, that exists to back-up the mechanical flight control system
in the event that this primary system becomes damaged or malfunctions. Aviators
must be trained in the operation of this back up control system. This BUCS
familiarization training must take place in a simulator, since it is too dangerous
and expensive to be performed in the aircraft. The AR STRATA research
simulator was enlisted to provide the platform for this training, as no other
simulator in the Army inventory was capable, at the time, of simulating the full
range of BUCS flight procedures. ARI created a model BUCS training course.
From January 2001 through January 2005, ARI provided simulator-based
familiarization training to 978 AH-64A Army aviators. The current research report
provides the program of instruction used to train these aviators. This method of
instruction can be used with any AH-64A flight simulator that fully represents
BUCS. It can be modified to support training of the AH-64D Longbow Apache.
This experimental BUCS familiarization training course ended on 31 March
2005."--Stinet.
A cost/benefit analysis was conducted to evaluate the Automated Test
Equipment (ATE) requirements to provide fault detection capability for electronic
components for the support of the AH-64 Apache helicopter. The Apache
currently uses a dedicated Electronic Equipment Test Facility (EETF) to provide
this capability. It is Army Policy, however, that the Integrated family of Test
Equipment (IFTE) be the Army standard ATE for providing this capability. Due to
a funding shortfall for IFTE and the current fielding of an upgrade to the EETF
computer, the Commanding General of AMC requested that an economic
analysis be conducted to compare EETF versus IFTE for the support of the
Apache. A life cycle cost-analysis was conducted in which alternatives were
compared over a 20-year time frame. The analysis compares the costs, benefits
and feasibility of continuing to use EETF versus various options for transitioning
to IFTE in support of Apache. In summary, the life cycle costs for EETF are
significantly less than IFTE. While the sustainment costs for IFTE are less than
EETF, they do not offset the higher acquisition costs for Cost/Benefit Analysis,
Life Cycle Cost, Test Measurement an Diagnostic Equipment, Automated Test
Equipment.
Performance of a 0.27-scale rotor model designed for the AH-64 Apache
helicopter (alternate rotor) was measured in hover and forward flight compared
with an AH-64 baseline rotor model. Thrust, rotor tip Mach number, advance
ratio, and ground proximity were varied. In hover, at a nominal thrust coefficient
of 0.0064, the alternate rotor used about 6.4% less power than the baseline rotor.
The corresponding thrust increase at this representative hover power condition
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was approximately 4.5%, which represents an equivalent full-scale increase in lift
capability of about 660 lb. Comparable results were noted in forward flight,
except for the high-thrust, high-speed cases investigated (Advance ratio = 0.30),
where the baseline rotor was slightly superior. Reduced performance at the
higher thrusts and speeds was probably caused by Reynolds number effects and
blade elasticity differences. Keywords: Rotor blades rotary wings; Blade tips;
Attack helicopters; Helicopter rotor performance; Model rotor testing; Tapered
rotor blades; Ground effects. (edc).
Discusses the history and development of some of the world's fastest helicopters,
describing the specific features and specifications of such aircraft as the SA 360
Dauphin, Boeing-Sikorsky RAH-66 Comanche, AH-64 Apache, and V-22 Osprey.
For use in schools and libraries only. Provides general information about
helicopters and specific facts about the features and operation of the Apache
helicopter.
GENERAL INFORMATION AND SCOPE. SCOPE. This checklist contains the
operators checks to be accomplished during normal and emergency operation.
General Information. This checklist consists of three parts: normal procedures,
emergency procedures, and performance data. A thru flight section is provided in
this section and consists of asterisk “Thru-Flight” items. In addition to thru flight,
this checklist may be used for combat/ tactical operations when authorized by the
commander. NOTE This checklist does not replace the amplified version of the
procedures in the operator’s manual TM 1-1520-238-10, but is a condensed
version of each procedure. Normal Procedures Pages. The contents of the
normal procedures of this manual are a condensation of the amplified checklist
appearing in the normal procedures or crew duties portion of the applicable
operator’s manual. Emergency Procedures Pages. The requirements for this
section of the condensed checklist manual (CL) are identical to those for the
normal procedures, except that the information is drawn from the amplified
checks in the emergency procedures portion of the operator’s manual. The
emergency requirements are subdivided into 10 classifications as follows:
engine; propeller/rotor; (PROP or ROTOR); fire; fuel; electrical (ELECT);
hydraulic (HYD); landing and ditching (LDG/DTCH); flight controls (FLT CONT);
bail out or ejection (BAILOUT) (EJECT), if applicable; and mission equipment
(MSN/EQPT), as applicable. The underlined items are the steps that must be
performed immediately without reference to the checklist. Performance Data
Pages. This section consists of charts, tables, and checklists for use during
preflight, takeoff, cruise, landing, and shutdown.
Using data on the high-technology subsystems of the AH-64 Apache attack
helicopter, this report hypothesizes five alternative logistics structures (two
traditional ones that rely on conventional depot support of intermediate repair and
three that focus on more responsive support) and evaluates them in terms of
comparative cost-effectiveness and robustness. The study found that the
responsive support alternatives featuring Special Repair Activity support of
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critical items or fast-turnaround continental U.S. (CONUS) depots tied to the
theater by assured rapid transportation offer a means for providing cost-effective
support of the Apache in a variety of conditions. The research substantiates
previous RAND research on the M-1 tank that argued that the Army must
increase the responsiveness in its logistics structures or face a loss in combat
capability.
GlobalSecurity.org, located in Alexandria, Virginia, offers a profile about the
AH-64 Apache, an attack helicopter used by the U.S. Army. The purpose of the
AH-64 Apache is to destroy high-value targets with the HELLFIRE missile. The
helicopter is self-deployable and features a Pilot Night Vision Sensor (PNVS).
GlobalSecurity.org describes the operations, specifications, and deployment of
the AH-64 Apache. Images of the helicopter are available.
A high-fidelity blade-element mathematical model for the AH-64A Apache
Advanced Attack Helicopter has been developed by the Aeroflightdynamics
Directorate of the U.S. Army's Aviation and Troop Command (ATCOM) at Ames
Research Center. The model is based on the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter
Systems' (MDHS) Fly Real Time (FLYRT) model of the AH-64A (acquired under
contract) which was modified in-house and augmented with a blade-element-type
main-rotor module. This report describes, in detail, the development of the rotor
module, and presents some results of an extensive validation effort. Mansur, M.
Hossein Unspecified Center AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS; AH-64
HELICOPTER; MATHEMATICAL MODELS; PROPELLER BLADES; ROTOR
AERODYNAMICS; ROTOR DYNAMICS; AERODYNAMIC FORCES; AIRCRAFT
MANEUVERS; EQUATIONS OF MOTION; FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS;
ROTORS...
Features;* Profiles of iconic types such as the Mil MI-24 'Hind', the Mil-28 and the
Kamov Ka-52 'Alligator'.* Summary of design histories and careers* Colour
reference for paint schemes * Critical review of available kits* Over 180 colour
and black and white illustrations, including 20 full colour side-views and a range
of various 3-view line-drawings. With profiles of a host of exciting designs,
accompanied by a descriptive narrative history of the various types, this volume
combines practical information with reflective historical analysis, making for a
visually rich volume providing modellers with all they need to know about the
most exciting Russian Gunship helicopter designs and associated model kits.This
edition deals primarily with the three principal attack helicopter types of the
present-day Russian Army;The Mil MI-24 'Hind' otherwise known as 'the Flying
Crocodile' has been produced in large numbers with many versions and variants
produced. It has been supplied to a host of countries and seen considerable
combat action in conflicts both in the Soviet Union and abroad. It still forms the
backbone of army aviation in Russia and remains at the forefront of national
exposure.The Mil-28 is a more contemporary type and is broadly the equivalent
of the McDonnell Douglas AH-64 Apache. The Kamov Ka-52 'Alligator' NATO
name 'Hokum-B' also features. This helicopter is in service with the Army and is
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entering service also with the Russian Navy. Well-illustrated histories and
structural analyses are supplemented with detailed descriptions of the various
plastic scale model kits which have been released, along with commentary
concerning their accuracy and available modifications and decals. This level of
detail and insight is sure to prove invaluable to a wide community of modelmakers, both at home and overseas.
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